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VECO BUMPERS

FOCUS ON IVECO QUALITY

No.1

Iveco Original Bumpers
EXTREME TEMPERATURE IMPACT

IVECO Original Bumpers

NON-Original Bumpers

Advantages

RISKS

Steer clear of imitations; choose only
Original Parts.
Only Original Bumpers have passed the operational, fatigue
and materials tests that qualify them as Iveco Original Parts,
guaranteeing maximum safety and reliability on the road. If you
ever have to do a body repair, choose Iveco components and you
can be sure that your vehicle will be repaired to the same fit and
finish as when you bought it.
CONCENTRATED LOAD STRENGTH

VIBRATION RESISTANCE

Iveco conducts extensive and comprehensive on its bumpers:
I mpact resistance
C
 oncentrated load strength
V
 ibration resistance
S
 tructural stability
B
 ehaviour at high and low temperatures and in
thermal cycles
R
 esistance to chemical agents
F
 ixing bracket tightness
F
 atigue test on open step section
C
 olour, brightness, embossing, density and hardness
testing
X
 enotest accelerated ageing test.
Only Iveco guarantees long-term consistency of vehicle
characteristics and performance based on strict product and
supplier selection criteria, scrupulous quality control and an
efficient distribution network. Iveco quality is second to none as
it is guaranteed by a certified research and development process:
choosing Original Parts is essential because only the people who
actually built your vehicle can keep it in perfect shape over time.
Iveco Original Spare Parts: maximum quality and
satisfaction all the time. At all times.

THE IVECO WAY TO EXCELLENT QUALITY.

100 00
Raw materials
Iveco only chooses materials that meet
the strictest quality standards and
guarantee the best performance.

Iveco Original Part
Rigorous tests are conducted to
guarantee the excellence and reliability
of its products.

Suppliers
Iveco only works with suppliers that guarantee
top levels of quality and certified processes.
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Network of professionals
A constant presence, reliability and
attentiveness to customer needs underlies
the service guaranteed by the network of
Iveco Dealers and Authorised Repairers.

Quality control
Iveco rigorously checks products
entering its warehouses.

100 00
If you think there is no difference
between Iveco Original Bumpers and
their imitators, take another look: you're
in for a surprise!
Impact resistant, even at the most extreme
temperatures (-40°C ±2°C; +80°C ±2°C).

May be fragile and easily damaged under
impact.

Tolerates vibration, even under the toughest
road conditions.

May jeopardise the components it's designed
to protect.

Maintains its physical-mechanical and
appearance characteristics (shape, elasticity,
hardness, colour and brightness) over time.

Spotlights or other connected components may
be damaged in the event of intense vibrations.

Easy fitting bumpers, moulding perfectly with
vehicle lines.
The fitting systems have passed rigorous
tightness tests under different load and
temperature conditions.

100%
customer
satisfaction.

Copy parts:
are you sure you're heading the right
direction?

The new fibreglass-reinforced polypropylene
material used is lighter in weight than sheet
moulding compound, and is totally recyclable.

May discolour and not be resistant to
atmospheric agents.
Fitting and adapting the bumper to  t he vehicle
may take longer and be more costly.
Fixing points may prove to be weak
under conditions of fatigue and intense
vibrations.
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Iveco will
imitation,

A focus on Iveco.
Each  issue will focus on a specific component of your vehicle, explaining its main characteristics
and highlighting the considerable differences between original and non-original versions of
the same component.

Safety through Quality.
All components on your vehicle have been designed and tested according to strict Iveco specifications
to assure top performance. To maintain this level of quality over time, it is essential that all the
components are exactly the same as those installed on your vehicle on the production line,
i.e. Original Par ts. The use of non-original components may reduce the performance, safety,
lifetime and reliability of your vehicle and result in higher maintenance and repair costs.

The Guarantee of Service.
Choosing Iveco Original Par ts also means being able to count on the skill and knowledge of a
qualified Dealer network, with more than 2,000 service centres throughout Europe, as well as
two year's guarantee on every item replaced and fitted by the authorised Dealer network.

ORIGIN 100% IVECO PARTS: 100% safety, 100% guarantee.
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